Viruses and spam are the two biggest challenges facing email administrators today. How does EarthLink address these ever increasing threats to your email stability? Our solution protects you at the perimeter so bad traffic never touches your network.

- Our email filtering solution is monitored 24x7 by security experts and requires no hardware or software installation.
- Only valid email is delivered; spam is quarantined, and messages with viruses are eliminated.

EarthLink Antivirus/Antispam Email Filtering

Incoming Emails → EarthLink Email Filtering Server → Clean Emails (no spam or virus) → Your Email Server

Spam Emails → Quarantined on Filtering Server, for safe access
Earthlink uses Symantec.cloud™ (aka MessageLabs®) which has pioneered predictive detection since 1999. You benefit from over 99% spam capture and zero false positives.

Operating at the Internet level with automatic and continuous updates, Email Anti-Spam delivers protection against both established and emerging spam techniques ensuring long-term, always-on network protection.

Additionally, Symantec.cloud technologies include traffic management and connection management capabilities to safeguard bandwidth. Traffic management slows down spam at the TCP/IP layer, while connection management uses heuristics to block unsolicited email at the connection layer and prevent attacks at the user management layer.

**Features: EarthLink Email Filtering with Symantec.cloud**

- Total multi-layered protection from spam, with threats managed away from your network to protect corporate bandwidth for Web and other critical systems
- Proprietary Skeptic™ heuristics technologies for effective protection against established and emerging spam techniques
- Range of best-of-breed third party commercial engines and techniques for additional layers of security
- Multiple spam quarantine languages for end-users enables ease of use for global workforces